News: Ring Dance Tomorrow Night Followed
By Taps Ball. Clemson
Grad Gets Distinguished
Service Cross. Taps Ready
For Distribution Saturday.
Daniel To Address Seniors On Commencement
Day.
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Dr. Daniel Named As Commencement Speaker
Taps Ball And
Ring Dance To
Attract Many

Rev. Pinckney Taps Be Distributed
To Deliver The To Cadets Saturday
Baccalaureate On Display At Taps ■•«
i r\ ■
n

LT. COL. BEN GREENE, JR.

Clemson Flier
Awarded DSC
or Heroism
1

Dances On Friday

Dr. David Wistar Daniel, dean
emeritis of the school of general
science, has been named by Dr.
R. P. Poole, president, to deliver
the commencement address to the
graduating class on May 24.
Reverend John A. Pinckney will
deliver the baccalaureate sermon
on May 23.
Dr. Daniel received his A. B.
degree at Wofford in 1892, his M.
A. at Vanderbilt in 1901, and his
Litt. D. at Wofford in 1914. He
was assistant professor of English from 1898 to 1910, associate
professor from 1910 to 1918, and
director of the academic department from 1918 to 1925, becomingdean of the school of general
science in 1925 until 1940 when
he became dean emeritis.
Miss Virginia Shanklin, of the
president's office, has outlined the
following program for the commencement exercises:
SUNDAY, MAY 23
11:00 A. M.—Baccalaureate Sermon, College Chapel; the Reverend
John A. Pinckney, Rector of Holy
Trinity Church, Clemson, South
Carolina.
6:30 P. M.— Band Concert, Outdoor Theater.
8:00 P. M.—Closing. Exercises of
the Young Men's Christian Association, Y. M. C. A. Auditorium.
Address by the Reverend Boyce
Brooks, pastor of the Clemson Baptist Church, Clemson, South Carolina.
MONDAY, MAY 24
10:30 A. M — Graduation Exercises, Outdoor Theater. Commencement address by Dr. David Wistar
Daniel, Dean Emeritis of che
School of General Science.

The Distinguished Service Cross
for extraordinary heroism over New
Guinea has been awarded to Lieut.
Col. Ben Greene Jr., general science
'35, of Anderson, it was announced
recently in an Associated Press
news .dispatch from General Douglas MacArthur's Allied headquarters
in Australia.
The DSC, one of the most prized
of hero medals conferred by the
United States Army Air Force, was
also awarded to five other airmen,
but Col. Greene was singled out for
special recognition, it was stated
in the news dispatch, because he
was not required to go on the mission.
The engagements took place over
Lae and Salamaua.
One of the fliers was iionoieu foi"his achievements over Lae last
April 30 and the other five for their
work over Salamaua the same day,"
the.account read.
"The five who had just arrived
in the combat zone, and their
squadron, were ordered into action
for the first time.
"Greene was not required to participate, but he voluntarily went on
the mission over unfamiliar terrain.
"The mission approached Lae
from the sea, took the enemy by
surprise, destroyed or damaged 15
heavy bombers and several fighters,
then proceeded to Salamaua.
"There the fliers maehinegunned
ground installations and personnel,
and destroyed three seaplanes.
"When a superior number of eneRookies at Fort Jackson had
my fighters attacked at low alti- their first glimpse of the
finer
tude, Greene shot down one fight- points of Military drill last week
er and damaged several others."
when a group of forty odd' memCol. Greene is now in Washington.
bers of the enlisted reserve from
Clemson and the Citadel staged an
exhibition for the South Carolina
recriuts on the drill grounds of the
reception center.
Led by Sgt. Jack Stroman
of
Gaston, drill master of area A,
reception center, those of the enlisted reserve corps demonstrated
to their less-experienced buddies
the meaning of about face, to the
rear, march and by the right flank.
The exibition group was composed
mainly of freshman
and
Captain John B. Wakefield, tex- sophomores, all undergraduates of
tile engineering '12 of Antreville, the above mentioned schools, who
recently returned to this country were recently called to active duafter three months service with ty with Uncle Sam. Currently class
the U. S. airforces in England and ified as inductees at Fort Jackson
five months in North Africa.
they will soon be transferred elseCaptain Wakefield who was in where.
Greenville last week, is a transport
pilot.
Although transport planes
which have pursuit plane protection generally "set down" at fields
severals miles back from the front,
and recently have been used frequently for picking up wounded men
from fields to camp hospitals, indications were that Capt. Wakefield has seen even more daring
action than this.
He made three parachute drops
T. Arnold Turned, textile en—a transport carries an average of ; gineering '44,
of Jackson
en15 paratroopers — in the Tunisian ' sissippi, was yesterday named ediarea, and was awarded an air tor of The Bobbin and Beaker, ofmedal of this action.
| ficial publication of the school of
Asked about the success of the | textile, by retiring Editor E. D.
traptroopers' landing, he didn't | Moore.
know.
LaConla H. Hance, textile engi"We drop them and leave them,"
he said. "We don't hear much about neering '44 of Lancaster, was
what happens to them after that. named associate editor, and FletYou people over here know more cher J. Hawkins, • textile engineering '44 of Greenville, was named
about it than-we do."
The Arabs, according to Capt. business manager to succeed C. A.
Wakefield, are an unknown quan- Reese. J.- H. Martin, textile engitity who have provided both amaze- neering '44 of Easley will head the
ment and amusement for our boys. circulation staff.
To succeed C. P. Clanton as ad"When we first got to Africa, we
were flying low as we didn't know | vertising manager is J. B. Rhame,
much about the country, and Arab textile engineering '44 of Sumter.
C. J. Taylor, textile. engineering
threw rocks at us!" he said.
He pointed out that perhaps they '44 of Laurens, will replace L. S.
were afraid of their cattle being Ligon as managing editor, and
Leon Tigler, textile chemistry '44
molested.
And it might be wise for hysteri- of Charleston, will replace J. J.
cal women who fear that clothes McCarthy as assistant managing
may be rationed in the near future editor.
Allen T Adams, textile engito consider the Arabs.
In one instance, soon after the neering '44 of Rock Hill, was named
American landing, some planes assistant advertising manager, and
were forced down, and Arabs com- H. L. Jon^s, textile engineering
pletely stripped them of fabric on '44 of Buffalo, was named assistant
aelerons and rudders, which they circulation manager.
Other retiring members of the
used for making clothes!

JWar BOnd D^

Twilight Parade At
Seven O'clock; Will
Osborne To Play For
Two On Saturday Also*

And Saturday Nights
The 1943 edition of Taps, Clemson's annual, will be ready for distribution Saturday morning, Associate and Art Editor Harold Cooler
said yesterday.
Several copies of the yearbook
will, be on display at Taps Ball
tomorrow night.
As has been the custom in past
years, seniors will be granted the
privilege of getting their copy first,
and Cooler said that in all probability, underclassmen will not be
able to get their's until Monday.
Editor J. C. Herring said that
copies will be mailed to those former cadets having paid their fee
earlier in the year. He said that
Photographer Robert Hufford, Cooler, Business Manager G. G. Honduras, and the rest of the Taps
staff, did a wonderful job in making this, what he hopes^ one of the
best yearbooks published at Clemson.

Sponsored By
Forensic Society
The Calhoun Forensic Society has
just initiated a campaign to help
the $13,000,000,000 War Loan, announced last week by the United
States Treasury War Finance Committee, to completion. It is hoped
all students will cooperate in making this drive a big success.
Stamps and Bonds have been on
sale at a booth near the Guard
Room every night this week, and
members of the organizations have
been making visits to the rooms
in barracks after long roll. A booth
will also be located in the field house
tomorrow night during the dance.
The goal of an equivalent of a
fifty dollar War Bond per company has been set by President
Abe Stuker.
No definite date for
'he
closing of the campus drive
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President Of
Canterbury Club
Henry M. Simons, horticulture
'44 from Summerville, has been
elected president of the Canterbury
Club, organization
of Episcopal
cadets, retiring president Jim Tupper announced this week.
Other officers named by the organization were John
Whaley,
agronomy '46 from Rockville, Wadmalaw Island, v.ice-president; Arthur Jervey,
agricultural engineering '46 from Charleston, secretary; and Henry Grimball, architecture '44 from
Johns
Island,
treasurer.
The club plans to have an intermission party Friday night in honor of all Episcopal students having
dates for Taps Ball, and arrangements are being made for the annual banqquet, which will be held in
the near future.
Other retiring officers besides
Tupper are Henry Simons, vicepresident; Joseph Riveis, secretary;
and Herbert W.annamaker, treasurer.

Clemson, Citade
Boys Give Drill

Wakefield Tells
Of Experiences
In North Africa

BOYLSTON DIES
Dr. Wyatt Clinton Boylston of
Salley, 53, a physician, died two
weeks ago in a hospital at Charlotte, N. C.
He had been in declining health
for several years.
After leaving, Clemson, he attended the Medical College of South
Carolina at Charleston.

h

Bobbin And Beaker
To Be Dktrjbuted
Here On April 23
The new issue of the Bobbin and Beaker will be out on
April 22, according to M. D.
Moore, editor of the textile
publication, and will be distributed through barracks to
textile students.
The articles contained in the
issue include:
"How About Cork" by L. H.
Hance.
"Renaissance In Research" by
J. J. McCarthy.
"Zoot Suits—Opt of This
World" by H. R. Valerius. *
"There Will Always Be a
Textile Industry," by Perrin N.
Collier, vice-president and director of research, Callaway
Mills.
"Cottonleather—A Fabric Substitute For Leather" by T. A.
Turner.
"Textile Lighting" by C. R.
Cuttle.
"Willis
Resigns Post
As.
Dean Eaton Takes Over" by
M. D. Moore.
"Research As An Essential
in the Textile Industry" by
John T. Wigington, director,
Division of Textile Research,
The Cotton-Textile Institute,
Inc., National Cotton Council
of America.
"Cotton—The Present and the
Future" by T. A. Turner.
"Phi Psi Service Flag Dedicated" by N. D. Moore.
"Cotton Fights on Every
Front."
This will be the final issue of
the magazine for the year.

Turner Named Editor Professor Shenk
Bobbin And Beaker To LeaVe Soon

Professor D. H. Shenk, of the
engineering department, is soon
to leave for trie University of Alabama where he will join the teaching staff. He has been appointed
to fill a vacancy in the mechanical
laboratory, and also to be connected with the thermo-dynamics and
air conditioning departments at
the Tuscaloosa institute.
Dr. Shenk has been professor
here for many years, and his departure will be felt as a great loss
to the engineering • department.
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Basic Engineers Due
On Campus May 20

staff are D. F. Allq*
tChestoc-bawskJ

Latest information in the
possession of the college authorities says that the War
Department plans to send 500
basic engineering students here
on May 20.
Plans formerly called for the
arrival of the trainees on May
10, but facilities for housing that
number will not be available
then. As exams will be completed or nearly so on the 20th,
the War Department was requested to hold up the shipment of engineers until that
date.

Pictured above in the college amphitheater are
Dr. D. W. Daniel, Colonel H. M. Pool, commandant, Lady Campbell, Sir Gerald Campbell, Brit-

ish minister to the United States, and President
R. F. Poole.

Sir Gerald Campbell Addresses
Cadet Corps At Chapel Service
Elect Alpha
Zeta Officers
For Next Year

British Minister
Formerly Stationed
In Canada, Brazil

Sir Gerald Campbell, . British
minister to the United States, addressed the student body at a special meeting of the corps in the
amphitheater Tuesday at noon. His
talk centered around the general
conditions of the world.
J. H. Cannon, entomology
'44
Widely known and immensely
from Greenville, has been elected popular in America, Sir Gerald has
chancellor of Alpha zeta, national devoted 35 years to the king's service as minister in Brazil, the Belscholastic agricultural fraternity. gian Congo, Venice, Addis Ababa,
H. M. Simons, horticulture '44, as high commissioner for the United
from Summerville, was named cen- Kingdom in Canada, and as his
sor of the organization, and E. W. Britannic Majesty's Minister to the
United States.Allen, animal husbandry '44 from
Throughout the fifteen years that
Clio was elected scribe. S. R. Mc- Sir Gerald has been in this counMaster, animal husbandry '44 of try, it has often been said that
Winnsboro, was named treasurer he is "the greatest single asset
the . British Empire has in the
and R. W.. Touchberry, Chronicler United States".
for the organization.
Accompanying Sir Gerald was his
• The officers were installed at a wife, Lady Campbell.
meeting on Monday night.
The retiring officers are Ed Collins, chancellor; C. B. Fellers, cenRobertson Funeral
sor; ■ J. A. Mixon, scribe; C. . A.
James, Tretsurer and J. B. Pate, Be Held In College
chronicler.
• New members will be formally Chapel Sunday 2:30
acepted at a meeting tonight.
Funeral arrangements for the
late Ben F. Robertson, a Clemson graduate, author, and world
correspondent who lost his life
in the crash of a Yankee Clipper near Lisbon, Portugal, last
February 22, was announced
here today.
Services will be held in the
College Chapel at 2:30 o'clock
Sunday afternoon, and intern
A company of American soldiers
ment will be in the family bumoved into position on a North
rial lot at Liberty, following
African battlefront recently. The
tjie services here.
captain in command was 22 year
The body arrived in Philadelold Pruitt Agnew, agricultural enphia early this week on the Porgineering '41, of Starr. His orders
tugese liner San Miguel, and
were to. relieve another company,
was sent to New York for posiwhich had been in the fighting
tive identification. The body
for several days.
will arrive here at 1:35 SaturWalking up to the other comday afternoon. The casket will
pany's commander, he saluted and
be draped in a United States
started to introduce himself—then
flag and will remain in the Robstopped short. No
introduction
ertson home until time for the
was necessary, for the commander
funeral Sunday.
was Captain Leland Jackson, voThe services will be conductcational agricultural education '41
ed by the Rev. J. Boyce Brooks,
of Starr. Neigther knew the other
pastor of the Baptist Church,
was in Africa.
and a tribute to the deceased
Another coincidence occurred a
will be read by Dr. D. W. Dafew weeks ago during a regimentnel, dean emeritus of the school
al inspection. A colonel stopped
of general science.
in front of Captain Agnew, noted
his youthful appearance, and inquired: "Graduate of West Point,
suppose?"
"No, sir," replied Captain Agnew.
"Clemson, class, of 1941."
"What's your name and where're
you from?" further inquired the
colonel.
"I'm Pruitt Agnew and I'm from
The American Society of MeStarr," replied the young captain.
The colonel held up his hand, chanical Engineers, honorary fradisplaying a Clemson ring.
I'm ternity, tapped ten high ranking
Colonel John Trescot of Pendle- juniors to membership Tuesday
ton," he said. "I went to Clem- evening. Selections are based on
high scholastic standing.
son with your daddy."
The juniors are: G. H. Aull, of
Colonel -Trescot finished in meClemson; P. L. Clark, of Anderchanical engineering in 1915.
son; J. W. Hammond, of Williamston; R. T. Harrison; R. D. Hemphill, of Columbia; H. E. Holley, of
ALTMAN KILLED IN ACTION
Aiken; C. R. Jones, of Ashton; W.
Lieutenant D. S. Altaian, Jr.,
P. Martin, of Columbia; and A.
a former student at Clemson,
R. N. Stewart, of Woodward.
action
in
was
killed
in
The informal iniation will begin
the South Pacific on January
after Taps Ball, and extend over
13. He had been a pilot in a
a period of one week.
flying fortress.

Graduates Meet
On African Front

Zerbst Speaks Of
Experiences In
Newfoundland
Lieutenant Howard C.
Zerbst,
horticulture '41 from Charleston,
addressed the Exchange club in
Charleston several weeks ago on
his experiences while stationed with
American troops in Newfoundland.
For the past eleven and a half
months, Lt. Zerbst has
been in
Newfoundland, the British island
possession off the coast of Canada.
Here were stationed some of the
first American troops to be sent
abroad in this war.
He described much of his long"
stay in Newfoundland. According
to Lt. Zerbst, when the troops first
arrived at that northern station,
they lived in' tents, even though
the temperature was often as low
as ten degrees above zero for longperiods of time. Now the doughboys have barracks with all modern conveniences and comforts.
St. Johns, the only city of any
size, reminds one of an American
town about sixty years ago, with
its wooden buildings,, narrow, cobblestoned streets and few modem
improvements, he said.
Gasoline is not rationed in this
land except by the price, which
is sixty *> cents a gallon. Eggs are
$1.50 a difeen. The inhabitants he
described as genial and hospitable,
although under low - educational
and living standards due to an
average income of only about $300
a year, alomst solely derived by
fishing.

For the first time in Clemhistory, Taps Ball has been .
bined with the Senior Ring Da
in what promises to be one oi
biggest week-ends of the co
year. In addition, the annual
light Parade will be held in h
of the honorary cadet colonel,
Marjorie Wilson, at seven o'
Friday evening to provide a colorful spectacle for the three hundred
girls who are expected for the
dance series.
Furnishing the music for the
dances will be Will Osborne's topflight aggregation of "slide music"
fame. Osborne is well knowr lor
his ability to satisfy both jitterbugs and sweet music addicts with
his outstanding arrangements of
currently popular songs. Fea
with his band is Marianne, lovely
blonde vocalist, and Dick SI
han, drummer. Cadets will ;
preview of his style of music when
he plays a free concert here tomorrow afternoon from five to six.
in the amphitheater, or the chapel
if it rains.
Adding to the week-end will be
the Taps banquet Friday night before the dance; and the Taps beauties who appear in the 1943
edition, all of whom were picked by
John Robert Powers, head of the
famous New York model agency,
They will all be present or.
campus during the week-end with
their respective dates. Both the
Taps beauties and sponsors will
be presented with complimentary
volumes as souvenirs of the occasion.
The Senior Ring Dance will be
held in the Field House
from
8:30 to 10 Friday night, directly
preceding Taps Ball, with music
for the occasion being furnished
-by the Jungaleers. At the co:
sion of the Ring Dance, the bandstand will be occupied by
Wii
Osborne at ten o'clock, anc'
Friday night formal of Taps
will begin, lasting until tw
usual Saturday afternoon tea dance
will be held from four to six o'clock
and the Saturday night informal
will conclude the series, beginning
at eight, and ending at twelve
midnight.
Dates for the dances will be
placed in the fiel dhouse and physics building under the direction
of placing chairman John Derrick.
Arrangements have already been
made for the large number
of
girls which are expected.

Navy Requested To
Name Ship In Honor
Of Ben Robertson

Requests have been received by
the Navy Department to name a
vessel in honor of Ben Robertson,
Harris Gets Wings At Jr.,
horticulture, '23. Robertson, a
war correspondent, was killed near
Foster Field, Texas
Lisbon in the crash of the Yankee
Melvin Harris, vocational agri- Clipper in February.
United States Senator Burnet R.
cultural education '42, received
his wings at Foster Field, Texas, Maybank is cooperating in the
last March. He is to receive fur- movement to have a naval vessel
ther training at another U. S. named in honor of Ben.
aii-field before being transferred to
active duty.
Lieutenant Harris entered the
air corps soon after his graduation last June.

Mechanical Engineering Frat
Taps Ten Outstanding Juniors

Dr. Sheldon certainly has a fine
bugle.
—Hendricks
I didn't hear the bell ring.
—Godfrey

Mrs. Marshall Named
State DAR Vice-Pres.

Wasting time now isn't murder,
but it is slow suicide.
—McMillan

In the 47th annual state convention of the South Carolina
Daughters of the American Revolution held recently, Mrs. John Logan Marshall of Clemson was
unanimously elected
as the first
vice-president
general of the society. ■
The convention closed after members had voted to hold the next
conference in Columbia provided
war conditions permitted.

The Tiger was wrong; my little
devils haven't died.
—Taylor
Some day you fellows are going
to get tired,
quit breathing, and
die.
—Earle
I'm as near an- admiral as I'll
ever be.
—Doc Green
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Any Bonds Today?—
The Calhoun Forensic Society this week started a
campus drive to sell War Bonds and Stamps. The United
States Treasury War Finance Committee has set the goal
for the Nation at thirteen billion dollars.
This money is to be used to wage global war and keep
this country on an economically sound basis.
An offensive war costs more money than a defensive
one, and as Sir Gerald Campbell said in his talk Tuesday,
we have just started on the offensive.
We, as future officers of the United States armed
forces, can do our share to buy War Bonds and Stamps
now.
Every cent that we put in War Bonds will help to
guarantee plenty of peacetime jobs, making peace-living
for each of us when we come back from "over there."
Let us give our cooperation to the Calhoun Forensic
Society, and dig deeper into our pockets than we have ever
done before.
Let's make Clemson have a good showing when the
time comes to total the sales. Remember our soldiers are
giving their lives; you're only lending your money.

The Ring Issue Finally Dead—
Clemson's favorite political football will be deflated
for good and all Friday night when the seniors establish
the precedent of having the senior ring mean graduation
instead of merely attendance at Clemson.
Few seniors, if any at all, regret waiting until this
semester to get their rings. They realize the importance of
having the ring live up to its accepted symbolism.
There is no doubt that the ring will take on an added
value in years to come once the tradition of graduation as
a prerequisite to wearing the ring is firmly established. It
is regrettable that so many Clemson rings are now worn
by men who are not Clemson graduates, men who received the ring during their junior year and failed to
graduate.
In time that situation will correct itself, however.
The main thing now is to make sure that future classes
will follow the precedent that will be set tomorrow night.
There is no longer any doubt in the minds of the vast majority of seniors that it is the better plan.

Another All-American Taps?—
We had a sneak look at the '43 Taps last night, and
from where we stood it looked like the best edition in
Taps history.
Our cursory examination did show up some minor
errors, but they occur in all books to a greater or lesser
degree. We say nothing that would change our first impression, that the book is sure to be placed on the growing stack of All-American annuals that have become almost habital at Clemson.
Editor J. C. Herring is to be congratulated for a splendid edition.
Harold Cooler's work, which includes the page layouts and color selections, make the book an outstanding
edition in a long line of distinguished publications.
Action shots and group photographs by Bob Hufford
compare favorably with the best that we have seen anywhere.
Outstanding features of this year's book are the dedication, color photographs, and activities sections. The book
is dedicated to Clemson men in the armed services at
home and abroad, to those who have lost their lives as
well as to those who are still in training camps and on
battle fronts.
With war-time restrictions on paper, engraving metal,
and film, it is truly remarkable that so fine a book could
be turned out.
Our congratulations to the editors for a splendid job.

Telephone Situation Improved—
Telephone headquarters has finally seen fit to give
Clemson more telephones in the barracks. Editorial after
editorial finally showed results. We have been having one
telephone for the use of 2,000 cadets. Now we have two.
Two telephones have been placed at the disposal of the
air corps trainees in Barracks No. 8. However, Clemson
cadets are not permitted to use these.
There are two telephones in the YMCA which are of
no use to students in barracks after 8:30.
We can't say that we are exactly pleased with this
number but we can say that it is an improvement over the
situation which existed.
We still think that a college the size of Clemson should
have at least the ratio of one public telephone per two
hundred students, and one telephone for each company
would not be too many.
A. F. L. of L. spokesman says men la yoff because their
pay is too small. If their meat portion is too small, do they
protest by eating only part of it?
Americans are now propaganda-proof except they still
expect to raise vegetables like the pretty ones in the catalog cover.

Before I launch into this week's
blurb, I should like very much to
make myself generally obnxious by
offering a suggestion for the dance
week end.
There will be some 300 girls here
this week end and they have to eat.
The food situation down at George's
and Hanna's ain't what it used to
be, but there is still plenty for all.
However, there is one catch, in order to feed all the gals and their
dates as they have been doing in
the past, more than 24 hours in one
day would be needed.
All this babble adds
up to the
fact that now there are many air
cadets eating down town these days
and due to the fact that when the
Clemson cadets and their dates get
together, so much gabbing, smoking of cigaretts and
guzzeling of
water takes place after the meal
has already been consumed
that
by the time everyone has eaten it
is far into the night and I am
not surprised if some go without."
It seems to me that the sensible
thing to do would be to sit down,
eat, and get out and give some of
the other starving Armenians
a
chance. If Jane and Ginny want to
gab about their new hats, or about
mutual acquaintances, let them do
it outside. Companionship is a wonderful thing-, but not for those who
are so hungry that their stomachs
are laboring under the impression
that their throats are cut.
This past week the Calhoun Forensic Society went to Charlotte to
attend and compete in the seventh
annual Grand Eastern
Forensic
Tournament.
The entire program
was excellently
handled by Ester
Bailey and her associates from Winthrop college and they deserve all
the credit in the world. Orchids also
to Dr. Keith for his motherly wing.
The Clemson contestants
were
strictly on the amateur side and
we rushed into everything in sight
with blissful ignorance only to find
that we knew little or nothing as
compared
to the vast knowledge
and experience of some of the colleges represented. O. K. so we are
rationalizing! Although we caused
no conflagration forensically, we did
return with a wealth of experience.
.Then too I found Edith Tribble, although she tried awfully hard
to
hide.
The Tokio radio the other day
had this sensational news to pass
on to its citizenry," Honorable Japanese fleet has met and destroyed
sixteen honorable American
torpedoes."
And speaking of torpedoes, it will
take a" few more than sixteen to
win this war, but we cannot even
have one unless the money can be
appropriated. Everyone knows that
this week is a national War Bond
week, so I am not going to wave a
flag at you for everyone else has
been doing that. No matter what
anyone
will or can tell you, you
know full well what buying bonds
means and you should not have to
have an American flag stuffed down
your throat. A slogan? Should I tell
them? Does Gimlble tell Macy?
"Buy Bonds
and
Bomb the
Bums.'"
Vat elsa!
Now that the army
has posted
guards all around the
barracks
with wooded rifles, life is beginning
to cease to be pleasant. However,
we must never lose our sense of humors, no matter what happens.
The other night Johnny Withers
was stopped by
a guard. "Halt!
Who goes there?"
"Ah hell, I've
been
visiting
someone over here!"
"Advance,' Ah hell,
I've been
visiting someone over here, and be
recognized."

Tom
Clemson

UNA SCRAP KEY DRIVE
UNIV. OF TEXAS COLLECTED
MORE THAN 8500 KEYS /
IHELP YOUR PALS
CVB* THERE /

Buy WAR BONDS

GIANT STUDIES LAW
CLIFFORD THOMPSON.6 FEET 7 INCHES
TALL, STUDIES LAW AT MARQUETTE
UNIVERSITY IN MILWAUKEE. NOTE HOW
HE TOWERS' OVER HIS CLASSMATE /

^t*4*******t***»»**********************4^t******4^***************^

Talk of th

Town
By KENNETH CRIBB
The hundreds of girls who will come to Clemson this
week-end to see the Moonlight Parade and to attend the
dances will see a new Clemson.
' Instead of the 2200 cadets who filled the barracks to
the overflowing early in the semester, fewer than 1600 will
parade Friday night. The six battalions, one healthy outfits of almost four hundred men each, will look skimpy
to observers familiar with Clemson parades.
The size of the corps isn't the
biggest change. We've lost three
barracks too, but that isn't what
we mean either.
This school is now an army post.
The girls will see groups of
Clemson men strolling around the
campus. But they won't notice
them so much now, because every
few minutes a section of
natty,
fast-stepping air cadets will march
by singing lustily, and stealing
what little attention the Clemson
men used to get.
If by any chance the girls walk
across the quadrangle, with or without dates, they will be in danger
of arrest, for this is a military
post of great importance and the
air cadets posted on twenty-four
hour sentry duty will lose no opportunity to practice the approved
methods of challenging intruders.
The Field House, heretofore a
haven for unmilitary men on the
Weekends, will have a touch of
the new order also. A lone sentry
will wind his way back and forth
in front of the building, looking
for unsuspecting dance-goers whom
he can challenge to his hearts content.
At the dances Saturday afternoon and night, there will be a liberal sprinkling of the olive-uniformed men, lending still more to
Clemson's new-found atmosphere.
The campus is still the same
though. We've lost one or two clubrooms, but we still have one or two
left; enough to have the usual intermission parties. There is still
Cemetary Hill, there is still the amphitheatre, and there is- still the

other Boiler House profs.
Best of luck to The Tiger and
to all the Tigers that are about
to step out for their crack at the
Hun and the Jap—it's going to be
a dirty game and a bit of luck
never hurts.
Sincerely,
April 1
John F. Fletcher, Major, A. C.
Dear Tom,
Aircraft Branch, Ass't C-5,0.
C.
Just a note to thank you for and K.
your item in a recent Tiger on
HQ. A. A. F., Washington, D. C.
the promotion of Maj. John
March 9, 1943
Fletcher to the rank of Lt. Colonel, but I'd like to have you Dear Tom,
make a slight correction.
Just a few lines to tell you how
It seems that The Tiger and The much I enjoy The Tiger and look
Anderson Daily Mail got the news forward to its arrival. To the
from a source at which point the ones of us over here in North AfAdjutant General has no report- rica, it is really news from home.
ers on duty—or to make it short- I'm saving all of my copies to
thanks a million, but it's still" Maj. pass on to the next Clemson man
Fletcher" on the A. G. records.'
I meet over here. While in one
I'm getting The Tiger regularly of the cities here I happened to
from Holtzy and it certainly is run into Pierce, '41, and "Red"
good to hear from so many class- Bethea—both are in fine shape. B.
mates through your paper.
It D. Hunt, '40, is somewhere over
certainly brings back fond mem- here, but I haven't seen him yet.
ories of "Pep Meetings," (inciden- Friends of Sam Webster, '41, (retally, that was the year they stop- ported missing in action in Decem-'
ped issuing long handle brooms), ber) will be glad to learn that he is
scraping feet in
"Monk" God- safe, though a prisoner of war in
frey's class, and Lord only knows Italy. He certainly did plenty of
what a college boy can think up good work before he was captured.
to pass the time between weekKeep up the good work and more
ends.
power to you.
If by any chance there is any
Capt. H. D. Moon, '40
news on the campus as to the HQ 13th Armd. Regt.
campus
whereabouts
of
Earl APO 251, care Postmaster
"Red" Phillips, '36, I'd certainly New yorfc, N. Y.
appreciate a line.
Two years ago
April 13, 1943
he was Ensign Phillips aboard Dear Tom:
the Saratoga with Scout SquadWe wish to express our sincere
ron 5.
appreciation to the Clemson fire
I'd like to end this'with an in- department, to the Clemson cadets
vitation to any of you boys that and air corps cadets, and to the
get to Washington to look me up residents of the community for
at Air Force Headquarters—may- their assistance in controlling the
be I can be of some help in get- fire which developed on our propting you in somewhere to
see erty March 31.
something (indefinite as hell, but
Very truly yours,
what isn't in Washington) around
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. SchiUetter.
Air Force installations in the vicinity.
New theater courses in puppetry
My regards to Holtzy, "Wee are offered at Western college, OxWillie" Klugh, Fernow and the ford, Ohio.

river. Things won't be so bad.
Incidentally, last weekend the
cadet guards were ordered to keep
all girls off the quadrangle. It is
Our understanding that Colonel
Pool will rescind that order so that
Clemson men may take their dates
to the clubrooms for intermission
parties, and so that girls rooming
in the Physics Building can go across the quadrangle to the dance
or wherever else they see fit to go.
THE WEEKEND
Seniors will get their rings tomorrow night.
To say we're relieved would be to
understate the facts.
For the first time in many years,
the ring will mean graduation from
Clemson. This senior class has se,t
a precedent that will mean much
to the class and to the school.

37TH C. T. D. OFFICIAL NEWS
AGENCY
Pilot-AL T. Tude
Co-Pilot—Joe' Nosedive
Navigator—Ralph Pearlman
Bombardier—Saul Schier
Engineer—Bob Penskar
Here we are again fellows; they
finally let us out of the guardhouse, and what's even more surprising is that Lieutenant Bratten
gave us permission to resume the
column. After that last one we were
lucky to even get the guardhouse,
as we were all prepared to be shot
at sunrise. In all seriousness
though, we wish to thank all the
commissioned officers for accepting our humor in the spirit that
they did, and the more we think
about it, the more we are inclined
to agree that this is the best army
in the world, and that our special
weapon is really our sense of humor.
in gratitude to Segt. Davis we
promise not to mention his name
even once in this week's column.
QUIPS THAT PASS IN
THE CLASSROOM
Prof. Holmes:
"It's an old Arabic custom for
the men to invite friends to date
their wives. If their invitations are
not accepted, it is considered as an
insult."
Ernie Schoenbach:
"Are their any Arabs in Anderson?"
Prof. Brewster:
"Any fool can learn how to do
these problems". Okay, "fighting
fifth" it "looks as if your worries
are over. You're a cinch to pass
math now.
Which gentleman, in a recent
Georgraph quizz, said that a compass rose was a flower? And he's
not a member of the "permanent
party."
Prof. Prince was feeling extra
sharp last week. Taking notice of
the student officer's emblems on
their uniforms, commented, "Looks
as if there were a lot of birds flying around here last night."
You've got to hand it to the
boys when it comes to picking the
beautiful girls. This is evident from

lieutenant J. P. Hodges, agronomy '42 of Bleinhim, has been promoted to the rank of first lieutenant in the TJ. S. Army. He is now
at Fort Benning, Georgia.
Ensign S S. Rogers,
agronomy
'42 of Bleinheim, has been ordered
to report to
Pensacola, Florida,
where he will serve as a Naval Instructor.
Lieutenant Frank C Mills, mechanical engineering
'40, son of
Mrs. Frank
C. Mills of Acworth,
Georgia, was promoted in March to
the rank of lieutenant, senior grade,
in the United States Navy.
Major James C. Metts, chemistry
'19, son of Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Metts
of Greenwood, has been promoted
to lieutenant colonel. He, formerly
a physician at Savannah, Georgia
until he entered the service in July
of 1942, is now chief of the medical service; of the air forces technical training command at Gulfport,'
Mississippi.
Lieuenan Walker
Lamar Richbourg, mechanical engineering '40
of Liberty, has been promoted
to
the rank
of captain in the Army
Air Force. He is the oldest son of
Major and Mrs. W. A. Richbourg of
Liberty and
Fort Leavensworth,
Captain Richbourg is now stationed at Tobyhanna, Pennsylvania.
Lieutenant Joseph W. Everett, Jr.,
of Spartanburg, a student here for
two years, AAATC Assistant Intelligence Officer, left on April 8 for
Camp Ritchie, Maryland. He has
been in the service since February
12, 1942.
Aviation Cadet Grover C. Henderson, Jr., former student
here
from Grejsnwood, will soon receive
his silver pilot's wings in the Army
Air Forces when he completes his
advanced flight
training at the
Army Air Held, Pampa, Texas.
Lieutenant Robert J. Jones, textile engineering '38 of Macon, Georgia, was promoted to first lieutenant at Shaw Field, Sumter, South
Carolina. While at Clemson he was
a member of the Boxing team.
Lieutenant David B. Roper, a former student fro Laurens, was recently promoted to a captain
at
Shaw Field, Sumter, South Carolina. Since November of 1942 he has
been stationed at Shaw Field, and
at present
is assistant operations
officer at the Field.
Lieutenant Bruce Albert Peeling,
horticulture '39, has been promoted
to the grade of captain. He is now
overseas.
Here are some addresses: Lieutenant Ernest Riley
(agricultural
economics '30), 396 M. P. E. G. Co.,
Prisoners of War Stockade, Camp
Chafee, Arkansas; Lieutenant John
P. Gore,
(electrical engineering
'40), A. P. O. 464, care P. M New
York City;
Lieutenant Leon M.
Barton (electrica engineering '40),
566th Sig. A W. Bn., Drew Field,
Florida; Lieutenant R. C. Wiggins
(agricultural economics '40), A. P.
O. 445, 386th
Inf., Camp Swift,
Texas; Lieutenant A. M. Kinghorn
(civil engineering '36), 122th A. I. B.
Engn. Bn., Hoffman, North Carolina;
Lieutenant
A. L. Brooks,
(general science '41), 0-449496, A.
P. O. 634, care
P. M. New York
City.

—that Higgins is about the lowest
—that he is still waiting for the
two-faced cadet he (Oscar) knows. new Regimental Sgt. Mjr. Moses to
■
osoar says
do something.
—that furthermore, if one Pinky
oscar says
Nelson ain't wist yet 'bout all the
—that Gorgeous George Bradley
dirty gossip he (Higgins) has been really must be skattng on thin ice,
spreading around bout her and a now that the fifteen year old ,or
couple of other Zoo gals, this is her is it fourteen) from Anderson apchance.
proached him on the subject of
osear says
bringing her orange blossoms from
—that still furthermore if Nelson Florida. Could it be matrimonial
is smart, she won't come over to ideas?
Taps this week-end and—if she
——oscar says
■
does, he (Oscar) promises her a
—that Paul Ritchie certainly"
hellava nice write-up next week.
must have had quite a time last
oscar says—■—
weekend when .it took him an hour
—that the way Winthrop is ex- and a half to walk from one part
pelling lately he's afraid to go over. of the Carolina Campus to the othoscar bays
took a detour.
—that he knows Pinky Bethea, er. Perhaps he
oscar says
but she doesn't know him.
—that he certainly is glad that
oscar says
—Yes, he was there the week- he Is l-A for he certainly can't
end in question, Miss Bethea, so stand many more dull Clemson
week-ends like the last one.
there.
oscar says

—

—that he was certainly surprised
when his gal Dot Furman quit
school and went to work.
-oscar sayo

oscar says

—that the Row-Damnit-Rows had
better watch out for he (Oscar's)
going to be on the trail at the
dance this week-end.

oscar says—i—
—that things at Carolina weren't
—that the "Y" conference must
happenin' last week-end they were
only crawling—the only explana- have been a honey for now the
tion is due to the fact that the name of Henry Grimball appears on
place was infested with so many the dance roster along side that of
a fair damsel's.
wloves and snakes.
■
oscar says
——oscar says.
—Let it be a guide for the rest.
—that Fen Murray had better
If
Grimball
can
do it, any and
not try that old "out of gas" stunt
on any more Easley gals—It is told everybody can.
-oscar saysthat last week-end the girl got out
—that with Charlie Rogers havand walked home. Can you blame ing Beezy Pennington up for the
her?
dance he (Rogers) will have a lot
■ oscar says—
—that from Bill McKenzie's re- of explaning to do about Central
ports, he and Vivian Moses must Courtships.
—i—oscar says
have had one big time at Lime—that what he hears from the
stone.
diamond boys, there won't be any
oscar says
—How can Carl Duncan have Lu- fun at the twilight parade Friday
cy Harding up for the dance? One afternoon.
oscar says
or the other must be insane.
—that things were certainly buzoscar says-

—that he wants to go to that Al- zing at the Zoo the other night
pha Phi Omega intermission party when Coble slipped the ring on
at the "Y" cabin and the Gamma Ruth's finger.
OBcar says
Kappa Alpha hayride before he can
—that he predicts it won't be
call his weekend complete.
long
before
Fred
Instead and Vir'
oscar says
—that it is rumored that if Bob ginia Strickland follow suit.
oscar sayB
Carpenter isn't careful of his week—that after he saw Annie Marend bus rides, he (Oscar) may have
garet-Earle Roberts ex-Zooite-he
to speak to Mr. Holtzy.
(Oscar) doesn't think Betty will
—-—oscar says
—that he doesn't hear much from have any easy time filling her (An
Sgt. Mjr. Martin.
nie's) shoes.

lltU Abxwe Alotluncf

By F. X. WALLACE
LA PDLLERY:
For some time now we've been
planning to do a column on the
hospital, but for varied reasons
haven't gotten around to it till
now.—You know Chapin did
a
column on the hospital after he
spent some time there. Now we too
have served a sentence over there,
so we think we're qualified to
give you some first hand info. Of
course we can't open up the way
we'd like to, but that's o. k., too.
In the first place when we went
over there, we were promptly fed
some of "Doc's Double Duty Dynamite" and put to bed.
The
next thing we knew dinner was
served—dinner—a very nourishing
meal consisting of one (1) glass
of iced tea and a glass of aqua
pura. Yes, we were on a liquid
diet so we drank liquids for a
day.
The next day, however, was a
little
different.
It ran
along
something like this:
5:30 a. m.—Awakened and temperature taken.
5:30-6:45—Lie awake and do
nothing.
(
6:45—Breakfast.
6:45-8:45—Nothing.
8:45—Doc comes around and
the display of wives on the cam- gives you the once over.
pus, and if it will make Mr. Schier
8:45-9:00—Wash.
feel any better, may we say that 9:00-9:15—Beds remade
by nurMrs. Schier is among them.
SGS.
Congrats to Mr. and Mrs. Dick
9:15-1:00—Read if you're lucky.
Schlegel, and Mr. and Mrs. Jack
1:00—Dinner.
Ricker, both of whom recently took
1:30-5:45—Not a damn thing.
the sacred vows while here at Clem5:45-6:15—Supper.
son.
6:15-8:00—Read if you have no
A well deserved salute to Mr. fever.
Earl Dugan, class 43-B, who really
8:00—Lights out.
showed some spunk and good sense
8:00-5:30—Sleep.
while on guard duty. The followThen to top
it all off, your
ing incident was witnessed by sev- temperature is taken every three
eral persons who will vouch that hours or so night and day and
Mr. Dugan is qualified to be a fu- brother when one certain nurse
ture officer. While walking his tour, is on night duty and comes in to
he was approached by Lieutenant take your temp, she cuts on that
Wilbur who requested Earl's gun. bright overhead light and its
Mr. Dugan, who was right on,the worse than being blasted with a
ball, replied, "Is this an order or a
request, sir?" Lt. Wilbur then ask- .45.All in all though, the nurses are
ed if an officer's request wasn't an
swell and if it weren't for a few
order. Mr. Dugan answered "Yes
of them, one's life in the hospital
sir, but not while I'm on guard would be awful.
We
especially
duty, sir." At this Lt. Wilbur beam- enjoyed Mrs. Clinkscales and Mrs.
ed in approval, and all that he
Lytel—Now there's a pair. They
could say was, "Good boy, Mr. Du- go together like ham and eggs.
gan."
And buddy "when they take care
What do you think of a guy who
uses nothing but Moonrose Complexion Soap. On the wrapper, in big
white letters, can be seen, "for
your rose petal loveliness." Tsk, Tsk,
Mr. Schlack, and we thought you
were hard boiled.
Of more than 350 alumni of New
And here, "men," we have, shall Mexico Highlands university now
we say, the "bravest man of the in the armed forces, 33 are comweek." By unanimous vote, it is missioned officers.
Irwin (spelled with a "w") Scharz.
Brooklyn college has disclosed
He will do anything for a price. plans for a four-week summer sesThis week he shouted, "Attention!" sion in which city-bred students
while awaiting S. M. I. And he only will harvest crops by day and atcollected two dollars, and about tend classes at night.
twelve hours of extra drill for
"Brave men, and fools, die young."
What do you think of a guy who siderate in selecting the students
invites two of his buddies to accom- who are to fly at each period? It
pany him to the Clemson College seems they never leave a fourth for
Cafe, and then orders a quart of bridge.
The Carolina heat has affected
milk after they each get a quart
of beer. The only reason he asked poor ole Bruce Peery. For some
Louise
for the company was to make cer- queer reason, whenever
tain he'd have someone to carry comes in from Anderson to see him,
him back to barracks. Mr. "Gero- he heads for the emporium and
nimo" (Haircut) Samek is the a cold beer.
Have you noticed that Bob Sagdrinking fool referred to.
We have a request to make in be- gret's been walking on air these
half of those men that are flying. past few days. Yes, yiu guessed it,
Will the instructors be more con- Peggy's in town.

of you, you're really taken care
of!
(Darn it all, there we go ending a sentence with a preposition.)'
Then there's Miss Dobson, Ah
yes!—we had several hot arguments about whether or not it is
advisable for a couple to get married before the war is over. .
urally we took the affirmative.)—
She's going into the army nursing
corps as a "Shavetail" next yeai
and our claim was that she'd
meet some good looking lieut. oi
captain and forget all about ner
side of the argument.—We still
think we're right.
The funniest thing that happened while we were over there
was when Doc told us that he's
leading "a hand to mouth existence now."—(Boy wouldn't we like
to be on the receiving end of that
hand—Wow!)
Without a doubt there's an atmosphere in the hospital that
gives one the feeling that the
place needs only a spark to make
it blow up. Don't know why that
is, but still it exists.
When finally we were let out
(after about a week and a half)
we vowed that the next time they
got us in a bed over there, we'd
have to be out cold as a dead
mackeral.
CO-OP
This week-end is going to be a
pretty big one with all the dances
and the parade, etc.—About 300
cadets are having dates up here
for the week-end (i. e. at the time
of this writing.)
In the past it has been customary for people to go to the downtown establishments to eat and
then after eating to hang- around
afterward and shoot the breeze
for a half hour or so. And as a
result, while the breeze was being shot several others have tc
wait around for a good while
fore they can i
a place to
eat.
It is a kn„„.. fa
that on a
dance week-end, the eating facilities of the downtown establishments are wholly
inadequate,
BUT if everyone will cooperate by
eating and leaving right away then
the situation will be alleviated
considerably. How "bout it?

Galienate (I

Baltimore Polytechnic Institute
has inaugurated a sea division, designed to teach prospective navy,
coast guard and marine recruits
about the life they will lead on active duty.
College students In the scientific
and technical fields may be deferred until July 1, 1945, under provisions of a new occupational bulletin sent from selective service headquarters to local boards.
Although women are filling many
University of Oklahoma campus
jobs formerly held by men, a man
has been hired to wait table in
Hester Hall, woman's dormitory.
Two University of Kentucky sophomores, Billy Hockaday and James
Snyder, are financing their education as professional magicians.
The war department has released
a list of 119 colleges which have
been approved as pre-aviatlon cadet training centers.
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Tigers Top Cats; Furman Here Today
ic ~k ~k
With three Tiger teams afield in the same afternoon,
spring sports activities were at their peak this week-end.
The track and tennis teams had meets at home while the
baseball squad was on the road. Besides the regular teams
the scenes of every available ball diamond filled with company softball teams every afternoon and after supper add
N to the air of spring and to the usual increased sports activities that accompany this season of the year. ,
BASEBALL TEAM PLENTY HOT
Captain Don Belk and his baseball boys are off to a
red hot start of the season. At this writing they have
collected a total of 73 points to their oppoinents 28 in
four victorys and one defeat.
With their only defeat, suffered at the hands of Newberry by a two point margin, the Tigers have two victorys over Davidson, one over Furman and one over
Newberry.
At present the Bengals rate second in the state race;
trailing Presbyterian's Blue Hose who have three wins
to one defeat within the state.
Big "Herb" Jessen, powerful senior twirler, and
"Lefty" Carpenter are bearing the brunt of the pitching; each with two wins to their credit. Bill Martin
was credited with the Newberry defeat.
The big scores run up by Coach Howard's men are
largely due to the consistent slugging of "Hank" Sullivan, Bob Berry, Homer Coker and Jake Goode. Both
the pitchers, Jessen and Carpenter, are hitting well to
help clinch their victorys.
"ROCK'S" BOYS GAVE THE NAVY A STRUGGLE
Coach Rock Norman's tracksters backfired all predictions Saturday and came through with some excellent
performances to hold a crack Georgia Naval PreFlight
team 62-24.
Coached by one of the nation's foremost track coaches,
Lieutenant Sportsman, formerly of North Texas State College and who has carried many star packed teams to the
Perm relays, the Navy team was just a little too much for
our boys in some events and managed to rack up a .large
lead in the shot and jumping events that the Tigers were
not quite able to overcome.
Sophomore "Hootchie" Morgan copped first place in
» both the 220 ond 100 yard dashes for high scoring honors
and to prove he is going to be a valuable man on the team
this year. "Hootchie's" time of ten seconds on the 100
should be good for first place against most any man in
the state unless it is Carolina's Riley.
Captain Frank Ivey was hampered by an injured leg
and only took second in the broad jump. Burnett, of the
Navy, took first place with 22 feet, 1 1-4 inches.
Little John Ross attracted much attention from the
spectators when he sprinted the last lap of the two mile
to come in almost a lap ahead of his closest competitor.
With a low time of two minutes and five tenths seconds, Harry Franklin took the half mile easily.
Red McCown monopolized in the javelin event to win
with 191 feet 6 3-4 inches.
Clemson took eight points of the discuss by Pierce's
first place and Hambright's sec
The team wili" probably face their hardest meet of the
season Friday when they meet Presbyterian at Clinton.
The Blue Hose's red hot team ueieaieu South Carolina 66
to 60 last Saturday.
The feature event of the meet will probably be the
half mile between Presbyterian's Larry Aiken, a three
event man, and our own speed demon, Harry Franklin.
Aiken won first place in the half mile, the mile, and
two mile in the meet with Carolina. His time in the half
Saturday was about ten seconds over Harry's time of the
Navy meet, but Aiken has not yet reached the speed he
had last year.
He took the two mile run with eleven minutes, fortyfive and five- tenths seconds which is about a minute over
Ross' time. Aiken usually runs his best race in this event
and Ross will have done a good job when he defeats him.
McCown will have little trouble with the javelin.
The other events will probably be about even, from
all that we know, and if results of other meets are any
indication.
Coach Norman is very much aware of the fact that a
comparison of the results of the two meets is no true
prediction of the meet and he is not too optimistic. He
knows the score will be close and says that his boys will
have to do better than they did Saturday to bring home
the winning points.

ODDS 'N ENDS: John Dickson, end on this year's football
team and track star, is in the army air corps and is stationed at Buffalo, New York . . . Chip Clark, another
member of the football team and basketball player, is in
the same service and is stationed at Danville, Kentucky
. . . The New York Sun ran a long and interesting story
about Banks McFadden last week. He is now in Tunisia
where he is serving as special service officer, detailed to
furnish entertainment for our troops in the front line.
April is a gay deceiver. She loves to lure humanity
into its shirt sleeves and then slap it down with pneumonia.
It was in April, 1939, that Hitler demanded Danzig. In
April, 1940, he invaded Denmark and Norway. In April,
1941, he attacked Yugoslavia and Greece. In April, 1942,
he reinstated Laval. If April, 1943, will swing down upon
him and his fellow conspirators, Mussolini and Tojo, and
lay them low, she will cease to be regarded by humanity
as trollop, no matter what vagaries she may display in
the future.

• • •

Tracksters Lose To Navy 64-62
Morgan Is High
Scorer Of Meet
BY JOE SEAMAN
The Navy, Pre-flight
track and
field squad from the University of
Georgia took advantage of eight
first place awards to turn back
Clemson's surprising strong cinder
aggregation,
64-62, in the Tigers'
intial meet of the season held here
last Saturday afternoon.
Clemson's
"Houch" Morgan, a
sophomore, was the outstanding contestant for the
losers, capturing
first places in the
100- and 220yard dashes. Morgan's exceptional
speed put Coach Norman's tracksters back in the race
after they
,had gotten off to a faltering start,
allowing Navy to win the mile run
and the 440-yard dash.
The meet was very spectacular
from the crowd's
standpoint and
hardy ovations were frequent. Ross'
pluckiness in the two mile-run was
especially applauded.
Clemson's Harry Franklin lived
up to expectations in racing to an
easy win in the half mile run. His
rythmical stride kept him far in
the lead, and and he covered the
distance in two minutes and a half
second. Labeled as one of the section's best 880 men, Franklin showed promising
form,, even though
hampered by a stiff wind.
Out to break the Palmetto varsity record,
Red McCown hurled
the javelin slightly over 191 ft. to
take first place. Pierce and Hambright carted away the honors in
the riscus throw
for the Tigers,
taking first and second places respectively.
Summary:
Mile run—Burch (N), ,Aull (C),
Riley (C), 4:44.6.
440-yard
dash—Kinard
(N),
(C), Jeter (NL), 53.1.
100-yard
dash—Morgan
(C),
Sherill (N), Olsn (N), 10.0.
120-high
hurdles — Morrow
(NL), Spearman
(C), Bernstein
(C), 16.4.
0
Two mile run—Ross (C), Thornhill (C), Bricknell (N), 10:47.5.
220-yard
dash—Morgan
(C),
Sherill (N), Olsen (N), 22.1.
Half mile—Franklin
(C), Shall
Cross (N), Glenn (C), 2:00.5.
220-low hurdles — Morrow (N),
Marbury (C), Cault (C), 25.4.
Shot put—Hodge (N)„ Gustaffson (N), Blakeney (C), 41 ft., 1 1-3
in.
Discuss—Pierce (C), Hambright
(C), Gustaffson (N), 114 fit., 4 in.
Javelin—McCowan
(C),
Lyell

Purple Hurricane Will Be Seeking
Revenge For Previous 214 Defeat
Errors And Walks Are Frequent In Cold
Windy Weather Game; Jessen And Coker
Bang Out Homers As Tigers Win 19 To 3
In weather so cold and windy that would have more befitted a football game, Clemson's slugging baseball team
defeated Davidson 19 to 3 yesterday on the Tiger diamond.
Sparked by Boyce's double with the bases loaded and
aided by walks and Davidson errors the Tigers took a six
point lead in the first inning and were never on' the small
end of the count.
Davidson racked up three runs in the third inning
but Clemson came back in the same period with nine
more tallies, Pitcher Herb Jessen accountd for two of these
when he blasted a homer to centerfield with one on base.

Furman Tennis
Team Topped By
Clemson 8 To 1
"Hoochie" Morgan is seen winning the
220 yard dash for his second first place
in Saturday's track meet with the Georgia Pre-Flight team. Morgan trailed the

Softball Takes Over
Intramural Program
Intramural softball practice games
are beginning to hold the spotlight
in .the eyes of the cadets. Several
practice games have been played
this week and will continue until
(NL), Autry (C), 191 ft., 6 3-4 in.
High jump—Brown (N), and Bair
(N), tied; Mann (C) and Lynch
(C), tied, 5 ft., 10 in.
Pole Vault—Evans
(N), Hardie
Hardie (C), Mann (C), 11 ft.
Broad jump — Burnett (N), Ivey
(C), Brown (N), 22 ft. 1 3-4 in.

Navy
yards
tape.
point

man until the last twenty-five
when he pulled ahead to break the
Clemson lost the meet by a two
margin.

the tournament.
The softball schedule and tournament will be run exactly as it
was during the football and basketball season. Winners of the regular season play the scheduled
games before the tournament, and
will receive some form of recognition and will get the best ratings
for the tournament. Game reports
must be in the same day the game
is played.
Due to the request of some students, as many games as possible
will be played after supper. Each
company will play at least three
and possibly as many as five a

week. Thus a few afternoon games
should not work a hardship on any
particular company.
Softballs and bats may be checked out of the equipment room at
the "Y." It is necessary that all
equipment be returned immediately after the games because so many
games are scheduled each day. All
the equipment that is not returned
will be reported to the Commandant's office.
Dr. Isaiah Bowman, president of
Johns Hopkins university, is new
president of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science.

Led by "Bucky" Goudelock and
"Holtzy", Holtzendorff, Clemson's
tennis team defeated Furman 8-1
Tuesday afternoon at Clemson.
Clemson will meet Georgia Tech
here Saturday in a return meet.
Results of Furman Meet:
Pitts defeated Kay, 6-3, 6-4.
Gouldelock de'fea^ed Boyter, 6-4,
6-0.
Webb defeated Shaw, 6-4, 6-4.
Holtzendorf defeated Strawn, 6-2,
6-2.
Graham defeated Marshall, 6-2,
6-3.
McCallum defeated Rivers, 6-0,
6-3.
Kay and Goudelock defeated Pitts
and Boyter,1 6-4, 6-4.
Webb and Snodgrass defeated
Shaw and Marshall, 6-4, 7-5.
Walter and Holtzendorf defeated
Strawn and Rivers, 6-3, 6-0.

Neisler, the starting Davidson
pitcher, was wild and walked 13
men before he was replaced by
Lowry in the third inning. Jessen
gave up three hits and walked two
in the Tiger victory.
Upon agreement by both coaches
the game was cut to seven innings.
The Tigers will meet Furman
here today. In a previous game this
year, Clemson defeated the Hurricane 21-4.
CLEMSON
AB
Coker rf .. .. ,. .. ^
Herring cf
2
King it ..
o
Belt ]f-cf
4
Sullivan c .. ., ., ..2
Good

3b

R
2
3
0
O
2

3

Mimms 3b ., .. ..
Gillespie lb .. ..
Fisher 2b
,
Timmerman sa
Boyce ss-2b
Jessen p .... .. ..
Rentz p .. , „ .. ..
Wrig-ht x .. .. ,.
Martin p

,.1
..3
..3
1
4
.. 1
.. 0
..1
0

Totals
28 19
x—Batted lor Bentz in 6th.
DAVIDSON
AB I!
Phillips 2t> .. .. ..4 0
Graves 11
3 1
Peters ef
4 1
Maloney ss ........ 3 3
Grosse c
..4 U
Lausfhriclee 3b
3 O
White rt

Major lb
Neisler p..
Lowry p

10 21
II O
1 0
0 0
2-3
0 0
0 5
1 3

3

0

0

2

3
1
..2

0
0
0

0
0
0

5
0
0

30

3

4 18

Totals

THE CALHOUN HOTEL
ANDERSON'S LARGEST AND FINEST
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

COM PA NY.

INC.

<3Q<E>™DS[30
26 S. Main St.
Greenville, S. C.
AN INVESTMENT IN GOOD APPEARANCE
FOR THE RING DANCE
All 'Toils" and "Tux" Accessories
FOR THE BIG PARADE
White Duck Pants
White Sharkskin with Zippers

$2.00
$3.95

HOKE SLOAN

SENIORS AND JUNIORS USE YOUR ROTC CREDIT

"—but mother—all he does is sit there
and smoke his Sir Walter Raleigh!"

Clemson's 2,300 Cadets Cur A Clean
Figure ...

Blended from choice Kentucky hurleys,
Sir Walter Raleigh is extra mild—burns
cool—with a delightful aroma all its own.
Try "the quality pipe tobacco of America."

WHY?

SIR WALTER

UNION MADE

RALEIGH

BECAUSE THEHS CLOTHES GO TO

PIPE TOBACCO

The Clemson College Laundry

TIMMONS PAYS A VISIT
Ensign (Churning) Charlie Timmons "stowed away"
on the Navy Track team's bus and came up to spend
a few hours at the place where he was so popular a
couple of years ago.
Doning a pair of athletic shorts and some football
shoes, he looked very familiar out on the field watching the meet.
He has nothing to do with track at the Pre-Flight
school but has charge of other athletic classes and
games.
"You boys had just as well plan on plenty of hard
work when you get into the service no matter what
branch you are in" was Charlie's word of warning to
us.
BOB BERRY OUT OF ACTION
Bob Berry wasn't at his shortstop position yesterday
and will probably not be in today's game. He is suffering from an infected cut caused by a spike in the
first Davidson contest. Dr. Milford says that he may be
able to see action in the Presbyterian game Saturday.
Boyce, a junior veteran, is taking over the position
during Bob's absence.

• • •

• • •

Smokes as sweet as it smells

Make Our Store Your
Headquarters
-FOR—

How to build a 20-mile bridge
s; s in 20 MINUTES

STUDENT SUPPLIES - STATIONERY - SHAVING NEEDS
PENNANTS COLLEGE JEWELRY

Nature in a destructive mood can put miles of telephone
line out of service.
To bridge such gaps, while repairs are being made, Bell
System men have devised special portable radio equipment.

THE L. C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY

An emergency radio unit is rushed to each end of the
break and connected to the undamaged part of the line.
In a few minutes, a temporary radio bridge has been set
up and telephone traffic is re-established.
Being prepared for emergencies is part of the daily job
of Bell System people —part of the tremendous task of
maintaining the lines of communication on the home front.

P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner
THE OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY STORE

PHONE 4311

CLEMSON, S. C.
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Dr. G. H, Callings, Famed Soils
xperf. Finishes 25 Years Here.
Dr. Gilbeart H. Collings, Professor of Soils and head, of the Agronomy Department, completes this
week a quarter of a century of service at Clemson.
Dr. Collings came to Clemson
as Assistant Agronomist in the
South Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station in April, 1918. He
came from the University of Illinois where he held the position of
Fellow in Agronomy in the School
of Agriculture.
Dr. Collings is a native Virginian.
He received his B. S. Degree from
the Virginia Polytechnic Institute,
: his M. S. Degree from the University of Illinois, and his Ph. D.
Degree from Rutgers University in
New Jersey.
Since Dr. Collings has been at
Clemson, he has held the positions
of Assistant Agronomist in the
South Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station- and Assistant Professor of Agronomy, Associate Professor of Agronomy, Acting Professor of Agronomy, Acting Head
of the Agronomy Department, and
Professor of Soils in the college.
Dr. Collings is a member of and
has held offices in a number of
scientific and professional societies.
He is on the Council of both the
South Carolina Academy of Science
and the American Association for
the Advancement of Science. He
is President and Life Member of
the Pendleton Farmers Society. He
is author of a number, of research
publications and of textbooks dealing with agricultural subjects, the

Wendt Speaks On
Future Science
Dr. Gerald Wendt, noted sceintist and assistant" editor of Time
magazine,
spoke last Thurday
nriht in the college chapel as the
final speaker of the lecture series.
JHis talk dealt with the scientific
aspects of the future world, and
during the hour period in which
he spoke, Dr. Wendt considered almost every possible phase of
"science and the future."
Such topics as the appearance
of the future automobile, television probabilities, homes of the
future, and many similar items
were discussed.
It is Dr. Wendt's belief that the
industries of the country will undergo a revolutionary period immediately following the war, with
almost all modern conveniences
being altered in one way or anDther.
The speaker's subject was one
n which the audience was thoroughly interested, and the means
bi which he introduced each subject added to its effectiveness.
Dr. Wendt was the last of the
current Lecture Series speakers,
those before having been James
R. Young and William Upson.

Lane Receives $15
Donation For GAM
Captain Harry Ashmore, general science a former Nieinan
Fellow at Harvard, gave fifteen
dollars to Professor John Lane
of the English Department for
the Gamma Alpha Mu fraternity as a recompense for the
pin that was awarded him.
In a letter to Professor Lane
he says, "I had always intended
to pay for my pin out of the
royalties from the Great American Novel, but due to condition beyond my control I am
having to dip into my allow. ance for subsistence and quarters instead."
Captain Ashmore is now stationed at Fort Sam Houston,
Texas.
MAYNARD COMMISSIONED
Ben A. Maynard,
animal husbandry '41 of Florence, recently received his commission
as second
lieutenant at
the quartermaster
school at Camp Lee, Virginia.

Kingoff's, Inc.
"Anderson's Quality
Credit Jewelers"

two most important being the college textbooks, THE PRODUCTION
OF COTTON published by John
Wiley & Sons, and COMMERCIAL
FERTLIZERS published by The
Blakiston
Company.
The last
named
publication
has passed
through three editions.
Dr. Collings is also Editor of the
Agricultural Series of College Textbooks published by The Blakiston
Company, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. In addition, he has been
oh the Board of Directors of five
mining corporations and was recently made Vice-President of a
new consolidated coal corporation
in Tennessee. He is a Baptist and
a Mason.
He is
listed
in
American Men of Science, Who's
Who in America, Who's Who in
the Western Hemisphere, and Biographical Encyclopedia af the
World.
Dr. Collings married the former
Hazel Winifred Cover of Ottowa,
Illinois whom he met while a student of the University of Illinois.
Dr. and Mrs. Collings have three
children: Dr. Gilbert H. Collings,
Jr., 1937 graduate of Clemson and
now Physieian with the Bethlehem
Steel Company of Baltimore, Maryland; Hazel Cover, 1942 graduate
in Home Economics from the University of Georgia and former student at Winthrop and Agnes Scott,
and now a student of Law in the
Law Schofll of Duke University;
Thomas Albert, a pupil in the seventh grade of the. Clemson-Calhoun
School.

Holmes Receives Air
Training At Maxwell
Francis S. Holmes, industrial educaton '41 of Denmark,
is now enroled as a student
officer in the Army Air Forces
Pre-Plight School at Maxwell
Field, Alabama, where he is receiving an intensive course in
ground training. Upon
completion of his instruction he
will be sent to one of the primary fliying schools in the
army
air forces
Southeast
training center for the first
phase of his flignt training.
While at Clemson,
Holmes
was a member of Pershing Rifles, Scabbard and Blade, Iota
Lamba Sigma and was named
in Who's Who in
American
Colleges and Universities.
He was a first sergeant and
battalion commander.

Frances Ferrier Head
Of UNC Panhellenic
Miss Frances Ferrier, daughter
of Dr. W. T. Ferrier, was elected
new president of'-Panhellenic at the
University of North Carolina which
she entered last fal as a junior
majoring in commerce.
Frances played sorority basketball and placed on the all-university co-ed team this season. She is
a member of Alph Delta Pi sorority, the senior Y. W. C. A. cabinet,
treasurer of the Women's Government Association, and an officer in
the Women's Glee Club.
HARRIS IN OKLAHOMA
Second Lieutenant William M.
Harris, vocational agricultural education '42, of Westminster, reported
recently to' the Air Depot Training
Station at Will Rogers Field, Oklahoma, for duty with a service
group.
STOP AT THE

Elite Cafe

Chipley Receives
Appointment As
Aviation Cadet

Marianne, beautiful songstress, who will be here this
week end with Will Osborne. Osborne will play for
a free concert tomorrow afternoon.

Rush Will Head New Department
Baptist Group Editors Named
For '43 Agrarian

Carol Rush, vocational agricultural education '44 of Greenwood,
recently succeeded Ed Collins,
dairying '43 of Conway, as president of the Baptist Student Union
at Clemson.
The other new officers were Roy
Johnson, chemistry engineering '44
of Clinton, first vice-president, W.
Cecil Walters, industrial education
'45 of Lancaster, second" vice-president, W. Lemar Johnson, horticulture '44 of Aiken, third vice-president, A. S. Bobo, vocational agricultural education '45 of Roebuck,
regimental representative, Paul H.
Barton, mechanical engineering '45
of Taylors, regimental representative, E. M. Rawlings, vocational
agricultural education '45 of Pageland, Sunday school representative,
G. H. Weber, mechanical engineei*ing '45 of Spartanburg, training
union director.
Also James Young, dairying '45
of Timmonsville, recording secretary, J. S. Barker, agronomy '45 of
Westminster, corresponding secretary, James Loftis, textile chemis-'
try '46 of Greenville, magazine representative, L. H. Hance, textile
engineering '44 of Lancaster, deputation, R. W. Touchberry, animal
husbandry '44 of Pinewood, treasurer, R. L. Allison, vocational agricultural education '44 of Pauline,
publicity chairman, J. G. Hardee,
agronomy
'46 of Loris, chorister,
and Albert Meiburg, chemistry engineering '46 of Clemson, town representative.

W. B. Camp, editor of the Agrarian, this week announced the new
departmental editors for the coming year. These men will consult
and advise on all articles dealing
with subjects under their departments.
The new editors and their departments are J. H. Cannon, Entomology and zoology A. L. Flowers,
Agronomy; L. O. Drew, Agricultural Engineering; R. L. Allen,
Agricultural Economics;
L. A.
White, Agricultural Education; S.
R. McMasters, Animal Husbandry;
Henry M. Simons, Horticulture; J.
W. Dantzler, Dairy; and W. B.
Camp, Botany and Bacteriology.
The March issue of the Agrarian
was distributed last week. The
next and final issue of the year
is scheduled for the second week
of May.

RICHBOURG-PERRY
On Thursday, April 1, Miss Ella
Elizabeth Perry became the bride
of James Marion Richbourg, mechanical engineering '43 of Liberty,
at the home of the bride's parents
in Union.
James Richbourg is a captain in
the cadet corps here, and is Executive of the first Battalion, second Regiment.

William Allen (Bill) Chipley, former student at Clemson, has received his appointment as an aviation
cadet and will begin flight training this month.
Upon completion of his duties at
the Naval
Training
Station at
Jacksonville, Florida, he will report
to the U. S. Navy pre-flight school,
Chapel Hill, N. C. to begin studies
leading to a commission 'and the
coveted Navy "Wings."'
Chipley enlisted in the Navy as
a sailor
and was formerly a star
athlete at Clemson. He teamed with
Joe Blalock at the ends to form one
of the best
combinations
that
Clemson has ever had.
While at the Jacksonville Naval
Air Station, Chipley was considered
as one of the Flier's best ends. He
caught four touchdown passes during the season, one of them against
Clemson, his Alma
Mater.
At
Clemson, Bill won two letters in
football and basketball and on in
track before leaving
to join the
Navy.

Enrollment At Lowest
Ebb Since '36 Due To
exodus To Services
Plunging from
an all-time
high of 2381 cadets at the beginning of this year to a sevenyear low of 1608, at the end of
Spring Holidays,
the rapidly
shrinking
enrollment is striking proof of the many changes
that have tiken place at Clemson in the past few months.
Already below the '36-'37 total of 1621, the enrollment next
year will probably
be much
lower, because of the War Department order concerning juniors and seniors.
Juniors and Seniors
will go
into the armed services around
'. the first of June. The juniors
will be permitted to complete
the present semester regardless
of any training program which
may be initiated here.
Seniors will go
directly to
officers' candidate school.
When called ,the junjors will
undergo thirteen weeks of basic
training, then upon recommendation of their commanding officer, will be sent to an officers' candidate
school for an
additional thirteen weeks.
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These nine attractive girls
'will sponsor for the senior
members of C'emson's annual
at Taps Ball tomorrow night.
They are Miss Margaret Kay
of Anderson for Editor j". C.
Herring, Miss Margie Cooler of
Kingstree for Associate and Art
Editor Harold Cooler, Miss

Wriaht To Head
Airmen's School

Lt. Colonel Clifton D. Wright,
BURLEY-SANDERS
engineering industrial education '29,
Miss Mildred Sanders of Fairfax
was married to Lieutenant Boyce of Rock Hill, recently assumed
B. Burley, pre-medicine '41, of command of the Army Air Forces
School
at
Selman
Clemson, last week at the home Navigation
Field, Monroe, La. Colonel Wright
of the bride's parents.
While at Clemson, Burley serv- was, formerly commanding officer
ed as president of the Pre-Med of Student Group V., one of the
club and Alpha Phi Omega. He is major subdivisions of the Navigastationed at an army camp in Cali- tion School.
Receiving' a commission in the
fornia.
infantry when he graduated, ColSophomores at Mundelein college onel Wright later won his pilot's
are investing proceeds of their co- wings and transferred to the Air
Forces in 1930 at Kelly Field,
tillio in war bonds.
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Katherine Konduros of Anderson for Business Manager
George Konduros, Miss Bobbie
Manly of Anderson for Staff
Photographer; Robert Hufford,
and Miss BiUie Williams of
Charlotte for Advertising Manager C. W. Elvington.

Also Miss Madge Burns for
Literary Editor J. J. Brennen,
Miss Amy Sadler for Sports
Editor Tom Horton, Miss Montene Melson for Feature Editor
C. J. Tallevast, and Miss Annette Rast for Photo Editor Joe
Brown.

Texas.
During .the major part of the
thirties, he was with the Civilian
Conservation Corps at Fort McClellan, Alabama.

Win burn In Medical
Administration Corps

Henson Given Cadet
Rank In Air Forces
Shannon Henson, a former student at Clemson from Spartanburg, has been appointed
cadet
first sergeant of squadron IV of
the advanced Navigation School
at Selman Field, Monroe, La.
Engaged .in an intensive 18-week
course, when he graduates he will
receive a commission and navigator's wings.
Prior to entering the armed forces, he operated a trucking company.

John W. Winburn, a. former student at Clemson, of Patrick, was
recently commissioned . a second
lieutenant at graduation exercises
of the medical
administrative
corps officer candidate school at
Camp Barkeley, Texas.
Medical administrative officers
take over non-medical functions
formerly performed by doctors, releasing them for medical and surgical duties with field troops.
Lieutenant Winburn will report
to his first station assignment upon completion of a ten-day graduation leave.

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST

s
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ULLIVA
HARDWARE CO.
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Anderson, South Carolina

ANDERSON, S. C.

MEET ME AT THE

COLLEGE CAEE AND
SANDWICH SliCP
Where The People Eat Good and Sanitary Food
THE PRIDE OF CLEMSON COLLEGE

129 North Main Street
ANDERSON, S. C.

Watch Repairing
A Specialty

GEORGE S. CAVALARIS, Owner

CLEMSON CADETS ALWAYS
WELCOME AT

MAYFAIR GRILL
You Are In Anderson, S. C.

Uniforms and Cits Cleaned
and Pressed at Reasonable
Prices*
WE DO ALTERATING
, AND REPAIRING

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND
COMPANY

Right Combination of the
world's best cigarette tobaccos to give
you a MILDER BETTER TASTE

PHILADELPHIA, P£.

Make This Your Headquarters While

ODIFORD
DRY
GLEANERS

YOU CAN DEPEND ON
CHESTERFIELDS

Tests have proven that we have the most durable
uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

JYlore and more smokers are swinging along
with Chesterfield because they know they can always
depend on this MILDER, BETTER-TASTING cigarette
to give them more smoking pleasure.
Because it is made of the right combination of the
world's best cigarette tobaccos, Chesterfield is known
the world over as the cigarette that SATISFIES. You
can't buy a better cigarette.

Army Officers Uniforns
CARRIED IN STOCK
We are outfitting large numbers of reserve officers who
are entering Active Service

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
GREENVILLE,

THE CIGARETTE THAT GIVES

SOUTH CAROLINA
Copyright 1945,

LIGGETT

&

MYERS TOBACCO CCV

SMOKERS WHAT THEY WANT

